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INTRODUCTION TO 13 CHANNEL P.C.M.

1. INTRODUCTION

The 13 channel P.CoMo equipment was designed to distribute high

quality feeds of audio from the main studio centres to the VeH.F,

transmitters.

The system enables I3 audio channels, each with a 15 kHz bandwidth,to

be coded into 13 bits per channel and transmitted as a time-division-

multiplex signal at 6#336 M bits per second. The *bearer* circuits

are standard video circuits.

2. THE BITSTREAM

The audio signals are sampled at 32 kHz. The output from each channel

then consists of 13 bits per sample. This is increased to 14 bits by

the addition of a parity bit.

One 14 bit sequence from each sample is then sent in turn to make up

the waveform. A fourteenth channel is added which contains data

transmission and framing information. This channel has I6 bits.

The complete I98 bit sequence is transmitted at sample rate and is

called a 'frame*. (See fig. l)
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Figo 1 Bitstream of 13 — channel P«C«M« system
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With a 32 kHz sainplinff rate and I98 bits per frnme, the bit rate 1

198 X 52k or 6.556 M bits per second.

The bitstream is transmitted as sine squared pulses with O./JV p-p

amplitude. (See fig. 2)

T

I

Fig. 2 Example of P.C.M. waveform

To reduce the d.c. component of the waveform the even numbered bits

of each audio channel are inverted. (See fig. J>)
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Inverted Bits
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Audio Channel

Even numbered bits are inverted

The parity pulse provides even-mark-parity over the 5 most signific;-!nt

bits e.g. if bits 1 to 5 were OHIO the Parity bit would be 1 makinv

an even number of Is.
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5. 'nil-: CODER

Block Diafiyiun

A block diagram of the coder is shovm in figure 4.
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Fig« 4 Block diagram of P«C.Mo Coder

Limiter and Filters

To avoid overloading the Analogue to Digital Converter, a Liiniter is

used. This is an AJ46/1J? Variable Pre-emphasis Limiter.

15kHz 15kHz

Audio

input

DelayVariableOO'
Line

—Pre-Clipper

Liraiteremphasis
limiter

Figy, 5 Block diagram of limiter and Filter

The signal is first limited by a fiat iimiter which is of the delay
line type. The signal then passes to the variable pre-emphasis stage
which reduces the amount of pre-emphasis when there is a level of

h.f. signal present. As this is not of the delay line type of limitor

it is possible for short overloads to occur and these ire removed by
a clipper. Harmonics generatea by the clipper are removed by a 15 kHz
low pass filter.
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At the decoder, a. fixed de-emphasis is used.

Variable de-emphasis limiters axe used to overcome the problem of

•gain ducking*, If a conventional limiter followed a pre-emphasis

network, h,f, components could cause the liraiter to reduce the leve'

of l^f. signals. This is much more disturbing than just reducing the

hef.

Only those channels which feed V.H.F. transmitters have pre-empha3i•^

and de-emphasis on them.

5.3 Analogue-to-Digital Converter (A.D.C.)

The timing sequence for the A.D.C. is as shown in Pig, 6

Discharge Ramp

2.212.2 I 2.2
AIS I /AS

Sample

21 /AS

Quantize

START

Fig. 6 Timing sequence for A.D.C.

Transmit

Output

2.2
3

START

next

Sequence

If single ramp quantizing were used the counter would h ;ve to count up
13

to 2 levels in 21/^S, The clock frequency would thus have to bo

^13 Hz or 390 MHz.
^

21.10*"°

As this is too high a frequency for the devices available a double

ramp was used with a clock frequency of 12.672 MHz (i.e. 2 x 6.536 MHz)

A course ramp first quantises the signal into 128 levels (2*^), a second
ramp then splits each of these into 64 fine levels.

Sampled"^
Audio

Level

2 Coarse levels (c)

T1 - ̂ T2 ~

Coarse

ramp (b)

2 Coarse levels (a)

Fig. 7 Double ramp waveform

T
Fine Kamp
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The double rajnp sequence is as follows; —

a) The ramp goes up 2 coarse levels immediately On starting

b) The ramp rises until it exceeds the sampled audio leveD It is then
stopped ON THE NEXT CLOCK PULSE.

c) The ramp drops down 2 coarse levels so that it is now below the
sampled audio level®

d) The fine ramp now rises at one slxtyfourth of the coarse rate

until it again reaches the sampled audio level.

The reason that the ramp drops by two levels rather than one is to

avoid confusion in borderline cases.

The coarse level is recorded by a seven stage counter during period

T, while a second counter records the fine levels during Tp. T^ 1 ...
provides the 7 most significant bits and Tp the 6 least significant
bits.

As the fine counter is likely to have to count more than 64 levels

(normally it counts between 1 and 2 coarse levels or 64 to 120 fine

levels) the overload pulse goes back to add one to the count of the

coarse ramp.

At the appropriate time a burst of 14 'shift pulses' a-rives to

transmit the outputs from the counters to line,

5.4 Sine Squared Shaping Filters and .Multinlexer

The outputs from each channel in turn are fed through the multiplexer

to the sine squared generator, then via a video amplifier to line.

The multiplexer also adds in the Framing and Data Codes.

4, DATA

The data system requires a 12 frame sequence to address one relay and

tell it to switch on or off. Of the five bits transmitted per frame,

bit h is lised as a 'Frame Ident' to identify frame one of the 12 frame

sequence.
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The 12 frame sequence is as follows

Fram^ Bit
No, \No,12345

1A1A2A3A40

2A1A2A3A41

3B1B2B3011

4B1B2B3011

502C3C4D11

602C504D11

7D2D3D4Y1

8D21)5D4Y1

9 to 1211111

Ident

The data is repeated on alternate frames.

Data Bits A, , A^, A, and A. are used to address a transmitter,
1 2' 3 4

At present the only codes used are

0001 — all r5t.-ition:;

;\nd 0010 - Wrotham

Codes B, 0, and D are used to address a three stage switching matriy.

used to address a relay on the selected transmitter. The last bit,

Yp is used to turn the relay on or off, (See figure 8)
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The Data operates on a fail safe system and will not change : rel':y

if:-

a) Alternate frames are not the same

b) If a parity error is received in an audio ch.mnel during the 12

frame sequence

c) If any other monitored system is in error

At present only a small part of the total data capability is used

(32 all station and 32 Wrotham relay addresses)

5, PARITY ERRORS

When single parity errors are detected the sample gate in the decoder

is inhibited for that sample. If more than I6 errors occur within

about 3,5 ms a mute condition occurs. The D,A,C, samples are switched

off.

Once the system has muted it will not revert to normal until the error

rate has fallen and the signal is passing through zero,

6. DECODER MONITOR

There are two sections to this monitor. These arc the Digital and

and Channel monitors,

6.1 Digital Monitor

This looks for breaks in the bitstream, clock errors or excessive

parity errors, A digital fault tries to change the system over to

the spare bay,

6.2 Channel Monitor

The channel monitor cycles around each channel in tum. For the

channel which it is monitoring it generates a new 5 bit P.C.M,

signal. This is compared with the 5 most significant bits of the

bitstream. Excessive errors cause a change to the spare bay for the

faulty channel (or pair of channels if carrying stereo). If two

chcinnels go faulty the complete system changes to the spare bay.

R,L, Kendall/JTM
11th J.uiuary 1980






